Abstract Let M(n, D) be the space of closed n-dimensional Riemannian manifolds (M, g) with diam(M) ≤ D and | sec M | ≤ 1. In this paper we consider sequences
in M(n, D) is said to collapse if its limit space is of lower dimension.
The first nontrivial example of collapse was discovered and carried out by Marcel Berger in about 1962. He considered the Hopf fibration S 1 → S 3 → S 2 ( 1 2 ) and rescaled the metric tangent to the fibers by ε > 0 while keeping the original metric in the directions orthogonal to the fibers fixed. As ε → 0 the sectional curvature remains bounded while the injectivity radius converges uniformly to 0 at each point. Furthermore, S 3 resembles more and more a two-sphere with constant sectional curvature 4 as ε → 0.
A cornerstone for the theory of collapse under bounded curvature is Gromov's characterization of almost flat manifolds [10] . For example, Fukaya's fibration theorems [6, 8] can be understood as a parametrized version of [10] . In [7] , Fukaya applied these fibration theorems to the sequence of frame bundles of a collapsing sequence in M(n, D) and derived a description of the boundary of M(n, D) (see [7, Theorem 10 .1]). Cheeger et al. proved a simultaneously equivariant and parametrized version of this result in [2] .
It is well known that in general the elements in the boundary of M(n, D) have singularities. Fukaya showed in [7] that the Hausdorff dimension of elements in the boundary of M(n, D) is an integer. If the limit space of a collapsing sequence in M(n, D) has codimension one, Fukaya proved that it has to be a Riemannian orbifold with an induced C 1,α -metric, [9, Proposition 11.5] . This motivates the main result of this paper which provides the following equivalent characterizations on sequences in M(n, D) that drop at most one dimension in the limit. The idea behind Theorem 1.1 is the following illustrative observation. Let (M i , g i ) i∈N be a collapsing sequence in M(n, D). Then the r -balls around a sequence of points x i ∈ M i contain all collapsing directions, while the injectivity radii at the points x i only represent the fastest scale of collapsing. Now, if the collapse has codimension one, it happens on the scale of the injectivity radius. Hence, the volume of the balls B M i r (x i ) and the injectivity radii inj M i (x i ) converge to 0 at the same rate. Therefore, the ratio (1.1) can be uniformly bounded from below. However, if the collapse has codimension larger than two, the injectivity radius only represents the fastest scale of collapsing. Thus, the volume of the balls B M i r (x i ) converges on a larger scale to 0 than the injectivity radii inj M i (x i ). Consequently, their quotients converge to 0.
Example 1.2 Consider the following sequence of flat tori (T
Here g i is the product metric on the product of circles of radii 1 and 1 i . This sequence collapses to S 1 which is of codimension one. As inj T i (x) ≡ π i , it follows that for any r > 0 and x ∈ T i , we have that vol(B T i r (x)) ≈ 2 min{r, π} · 2π i as i tends to infinity. Therefore, we derive for r ≤ π that
Thus, this quotient can be uniformly bounded by a positive constant C, as stated in Theorem 1.1.
Example 1.3
Similarly to the previous example we consider the sequence of flat tori j∈N . This sequence collapses to a point. No matter how small we choose r > 0 there exists some J ∈ N such that vol(B 2 , the same considerations as before lead to
Therefore, we cannot find a uniform positive lower bound for this quotient.
The proof of Theorem 1.1 requires the improved version of Fukaya's fibration theorems derived in [2] . First, we show that, in order to prove Theorem 1.1, it is enough to restrict to sequences of manifolds with invariant metrics, as introduced in [2] . Then we prove that (i) implies (ii) by constructing a lower bound as required in (1.1) for any given r > 0. As the implication from (ii) to (iii) is trivial it remains to show that (iii) implies (i). This direction will be proved by contradiction. We will bound the volume of the ball in the manifold, up to a constant, by the injectivity radius and the diameter of the collapsing fibers. It remains to bound the injectivity radius of the fibers from above by the injectivity radius of the manifold in the related points. This is done by modifying the results of [19] for bounded Riemannian submersions. In the end, we show that the constructed upper bound on the quotient converges to 0, giving a contradiction.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we recall the theory of collapsing sequences in M(n, D) developed by Cheeger, Fukaya, and Gromov. In particular, we recall that each sufficiently collapsed manifold is a singular fibration with infranil fibers.
Section 3 deals with bounded Riemannian submersions η : M → Y , i.e., Riemannian submersions where the norm of the fundamental tensors A and T is bounded by positive constants C A resp. C T . There we modify the results of [19] to obtain the following upper bound on the injectivity radius of the fibers
Here 
In Sect. 4 we prove Theorem 1.1 using the strategy explained above. In conclusion, we define the space
We show that there is a uniform bound on the essential supremum of the sectional curvature and a uniform lower bound on the volume for all (n − 1)-dimensional metric spaces Y in the closure of M(n, D, C).
Collapsing Theory for Bounded Curvature and Diameter
In this section we recall the relevant theorems about convergence and collapsing in M(n, D 
is precompact in the C 1,α -topology (see [5, 16] ). Without the uniform lower bound on the injectivity radius, a sequence (M i , g i ) i∈N in M(n, D) might collapse to a metric space of lower Hausdorff dimension. In [7] , Fukaya studied collapsing sequences in M(n, D) considering the corresponding sequence of frame bundles F M i . 
We henceforth use the notation introduced in this theorem repeatedly. Another approach to collapse under bounded curvature was carried out by Cheeger and Gromov [3, 4] . They generalized local group actions and introduced an action of a sheaf of groups. In particular, they considered actions of sheaves of tori with additional regularity conditions. This defines the so-called F-structure ("F" stands for flat). Cheeger and Gromov proved that each sufficiently collapsed complete Riemannian manifold admits an F-structure of positive rank. This approach does not require an upper bound on the diameter of the manifold.
Combining these two approaches, Cheeger et al. introduced in [2] a nilpotent structure (N -structure) and showed its existence on each sufficiently collapsed part of a complete Riemannian manifold. Roughly, if M is sufficiently collapsed, its frame bundle F M is the total space of a fibration with infranil fibers and affine structure group. Thus, there is a sheaf on F M whose local sections are given by local right invariant vector fields on the fiber.
A further main result of their article [2] is the existence of invariant metrics on manifolds admitting an N -structure. These metrics are invariant in the sense that the local sections of the sheaf on the frame bundle are given by local Killing fields.
To obtain such a metric they first applied the following theorem due to Abresch [1] to obtain uniform bounds on the derivatives of the curvature (see also [18] ).
Theorem 2.2 (Abresch) For any ε > 0 and n ∈ N there is a smoothing operator S ε such that on any complete Riemannian manifold (M, g) with
In addition, Rong showed that, for sufficiently small ε, we have the following bounds for the sectional curvature of S ε (g), c.f. [17, Proposition 2.5]. 
At this point, we introduce the following notion: A Riemannian manifold (M, g) is called A-regular if there is a sequence A = (A j ) j∈N of nonnegative numbers such that |∇ j R| ≤ A j for all j ≥ 0. Furthermore, C(A) will denote a constant depending on A j for finitely many j ≥ 0.
Assuming the manifold to be A-regular, Cheeger, Fukaya, and Gromov proved the existence of invariant metrics, compare [2, Sect. 7, Sect. 8]. 
Theorem 2.4 (Cheeger
-Fukaya-Gromov) Let (M, g) ∈ M(n, D)|∇ j (g −g)| ≤ c(n, A, j)d GH (M, Y ).
Here ε(n, D) is the constant from Theorem 2.1. Furthermore, the mapη : F M →Ỹ is a Riemannian submersion with respect to the metric induced byg such that the second fundamental form of the fibers is bounded by a positive constant C(n, A).

The Injectivity Radius of the Fiber
The goal of this section is to prove Proposition 1.4. Therefore, consider a Riemannian
Recall that a Riemannian submersion is bounded if the fundamental tensors A and T are bounded in norm by positive constants C A resp. C T .
The main ingredient of the proof of Proposition 1.4 is a homotopy with fixed endpoints between a curve γ with endpoints in a fiber F p and a curveγ lying completely in the fiber F p such that the length ofγ is bounded from above linear in terms of l(γ ). Such a homotopy was constructed in the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [19] . 
Comparing the assumptions of Proposition 3.1 with those of Proposition 1.4, there are a few differences. First, in Proposition 3.1, Tapp requires Y to be compact and simply connected. These assumptions are needed to guarantee that for any loop α :
, whose derivatives are uniformly bounded, c.f. [19, Lemma 7.2] .
Going back to the statement of Proposition 1.4, the assumptions therein imply that the considered noncontractible geodesic loop γ based at x ∈ F p has length 
Proof Let α be parametrized proportional to arclength. Since α satisfies l(α)
To estimate 
Thus,
By construction H := exp p (H ) is a piecewise smooth nullhomotopy of α in Y such that
The corresponding bound on ∂ ∂t H is derived similarly.
The next corollary follows immediately by adjusting the bounds on the derivative of the exponential map. 
In the case of = 0, we set sinh( ) = 1.
Next, we prove Proposition 1.4. Therein we keep carefully track of the dependence of the constants on inj M (x) because this is the quantity going to 0 in a collapsing sequence, while the other quantities will be uniformly bounded.
Proof of Proposition 1.4 As inj
there is a noncontractible geodesic loop γ
We claim that
The proof consists of a careful study of the constant C, following the proof of [19, Theorem 3.1] . In this proof, Tapp modifies the path γ such that it is a concatenation of paths with endpoints in the fiber whose length is not larger than (2 diam(Y ) + 1). As l(γ ) < (2 diam(Y ) + 1) already holds, by assumption we do not need this modification.
Set α(t) := η • γ . The vertical curveγ is the concatenation of the paths β 1 and β 2 . The first path β 1 goes from x to z := h α (x), where h α : F p → F p is the holonomy diffeomorphism associated to α and the path β 2 connects z with x again. Hence,
for some explicit positive constants P and L, compare with [19, p. 645 ]. We will study these constants P and L in detail.
First we consider the inequality l(β 1 ) ≤ P · l(γ ). The constant P is a bound on the derivative of the function l → ρ l (1) between l = 0 and l = l(γ ), where ρ l(γ ) (t) is the solution to the differential equation
The constants Q t and Q s are the bounds on the nullhomotopy H of the path α(t) in Y , i.e., 
Note that for any loopᾱ in Y of length less or equal than l(γ ) the corresponding nullhomotopyH ofᾱ satisfies the bounds [19, Lemma 3.3] . For simplicity, set
Using the variation of constants, we conclude
3)
It remains to check the behavior of the appearing quantities as l(γ ) becomes small. Since Q t andQ s are the only appearing quantities that depend on l(γ ), we first note that
Therefore, we extract the quantities Q t andQ s in (3.2). This is done by considering each term separately. We observe that
As l(γ ) becomes small, we obtain
Summarizing these observations we conclude
Here, L is the maximum of the Lipschitz constants of the holonomy diffeomorphism h α associated to paths α in Y . Since h α satisfies the Lipschitz constant e C T ·l(α) (c.f. [12, Lemma 4.2] ) and l(α) is bounded from above by l(γ ), we conclude that
Together with P = τ (l(γ )|C A , C T , k, K ), this shows the claim.
Thus, we finally obtain 
Characterization of Codimension One Collapse
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.1 and discuss the properties of the subspace of
We first observe that in the case of a noncollapsing sequence the statement of Theorem 1.1 is obviously true, as the limit space is a closed Riemannian manifold of the same dimension. Thus, we only consider the case of collapsing sequences in
M(n, D).
The strategy of the proof of Theorem 1.1 is to first reduce the statement to sequences of sufficiently collapsed manifolds with invariant metrics in the sense of [2] . Then we prove Theorem 1.1 in that special case.
Thus, we first show that, for a collapsing sequence (M i , g i ) i∈N , we can switch to invariant metricsg i without affecting the statement of Theorem 1.1.
Lemma 4.1 Let (M i , g i ) i∈N be a collapsing sequence in M(n, D) with limit space Y . For δ > 0 sufficiently small and all i ∈ N sufficiently large, there is an invariant metricg i such that
In particular, 
holds for sufficiently large i ∈ N. Here, sufficiently large means that inj
, is smaller than the conjugate radius of
uniformly bounded in terms of the upper sectional curvature bound. The bound on the conjugate radius for (M i ,ĝ i ) only changes slightly if choosing δ > 0 sufficiently small. Next, we apply Theorem 2.4 to each element of
is the constant from Theorem 2.1. This leads to a new sequence (M i ,g i ) i∈N . The claimed bounds ong i follow by combining the inequalities given in Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.4. In particular, after a small rescaling,
uniformly for i sufficiently large, as before.
Observe that the sequences (M i ,ĝ i ) i∈N and (M i ,g i ) i∈N converge to the same limit spaceŶ . Furthermore, as
is small, it follows by [7, Lemma 2.3] that the Lipschitz-distance between Y andŶ is also small. In particular, Y andŶ are homeomorphic and thus have the same Hausdorff dimension. Together with (4.1) and (4.2) the claim follows.
In order to prove Theorem 1.1 we consider the following simplified setting:
where ε(n, D) is the constant from Theorem 2.1, and inj M i (x) < π for all x ∈ M i , i ≥ I . To prove Theorem 1.1, it is sufficient to consider such sequences (M i , g i ) i≥I , where we can assume without loss of generality that g i is an invariant metric such that
The next proposition together with Lemma 4.1 proves the implication (i) to (ii) in Theorem 1.1.
Proposition 4.2 Let (M i , g i ) i∈N be a collapsing sequence of A-regular manifolds in M(n, D) converging to a compact metric space Y in the Gromov-Hausdorff topology.
Suppose that for each i
∈ N, d GH (M i , Y ) ≤ ε(n, D), inj M i (x) < π for all x ∈ M i ,
and that the metric g i is invariant for the corresponding N -structure on M i .
Then dim Haus (Y ) = (n − 1), if there is some r > 0 and C > 0 such that
for all x ∈ M and all i ∈ N.
Proof Let (M i , g i ) i∈N be a collapsing sequence in M(n, D) such that the GromovHausdorff limit Y has codimension k ≥ 2. Furthermore, assume that there are positive numbers r and C such that (4.3) is satisfied for all points x ∈ M i and all i ∈ N.
Naber and Tian proved in [15, Theorem 1.1] that the limit space Y is a Riemannian orbifold outside a closed set S of Hausdorff dimension dim Haus 
By Theorem 2.4, it follows that the second fundamental form ofη i : F M i →Ỹ is uniformly bounded by a constantC T (n, A). Therefore, considering the commutative diagram (2.1), it follows that for any r > 0 there is a constant
Let p ∈Ŷ be a regular point and x ∈ F i p . Then, there is some κ > 0 such that B Y κ ( p) is a compact Riemannian manifold with boundary. Now, we consider the maps η i restricted to the preimage η 
This implies in the limit C ≤ 0 which is a contradiction.
As a further explicit example, we consider the Hopf fibration
We compute the constant from Theorem 1.1 for this collapsing sequence explicitly. 
Thus, we have that
which bounds this quotient uniformly in i.
We conclude this paper, by examining the following subspace of M(n, D). M(n, D) , we can apply Lemma 4.7. It follows that the group G p ∞ has positive dimension. This is a contradiction, as the group G p ∞ has to be finite by Proposition 4.6. Thus, there exists a constant K (n, D, C) as claimed.
The volume bound also follows by contradiction. Assume that there exists a sequence (Y i , h i ) i∈N such that dim(Y i ) = (n − 1) for all i and such that vol(Y i ) converges to 0 as i tends to infinity. In other words the sequence (Y i , h i ) i∈N collapses. By a diagonal sequence argument, we obtain a sequence (M j , g j ) j∈N in M(n, D, C) converging to a space of at least codimension two. This is a contradiction, by Theorem 1.1.
